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Editorial
Janis and I are back! After a fabulous 10-day trip your Editor is
back to share more news. It was the SAM Committee monthly
meeting this week. The 9 volunteers that manage the SAM charity
for 171 SAM members are working hard to keep you up-to-date
on developments and organise events/activities for you. We still
do not have a Secretary, so Steve Brown (Chairman) is doing two
jobs. If any member can help run the SAM charity we would be
very grateful for the assistance. Debbie Fulton (Committee
Member) gave a brief feedback on the recent survey of SAM Club
members (more details later) . As with any survey, there was a
wide range of views, but two themes were agreed by most
members. These included a request for more SAM organised
rideouts and more Club Night speakers. The Committee has
responded by organising more rideouts and we are making
requests to possible speakers for SAM Club Nights. Any SAM
members have contacts with potential speakers just let a member
of the SAM Committee know. You can check the SAM website
calendar for our organised rides. (Note to SAM Committee
members: Let the SAM Editor know dates/meeting times/possibly
routes - for mid-ride joiners). The Committee recognises and
values the ad-hoc members who self-organise their group rides.
These help the socialisation between Club members and ensure
that your advanced riding knowledge and skills are maintained. If
your self-organised group ride is open to any member to join, let
the SAM Editor know, so that Club members can be informed via
the SAM website calendar.

This week’s newsletter is packed full of interesting and unusual
items. We have to start with the weather. The Highways Agency is
spreading sand on roads where the tar has been melted. The
reduced tyre grip is something to recognise quickly and take the
right actions. Better still, check out the UK Met Office website for
road reports and weather warnings before you ride out.
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Although fuel prices are expected to fall, some bikers are riding
less miles and buying more frugal machines. There are some tips
on how to get the best out of your bike.

FEMA has suggested that the adoption of electric motorcycles has
to be done more slowly. The technology on P2Ws/P3Ws is
developing more slowly than 4-wheeled transport and is unlikely
to satisfy riders needing greater range and reliability from their
bikes. After a very lucky escape from a fire, caused by charging
an electric bicycle battery, in a multi-storey block of flats, would
suggest the public need a LOT more education about using these
batteries safely. Read the story, it’s an eye opener on how NOT to
tackle an electrical fire!

Whilst ‘life-saving’, so-called Smart Motorways, are now seen as a
failure. The technology appears to put road users at a lot more
risk of death and serious injury, rather than reducing it. This
information was gleaned from a ‘Freedom of Information’ request,
rather than any official UK Government announcements. Yamaha
are bringing ‘radar-assisted’ cruise control to some of their
models and so personal transport technology marches on. Let’s
hope that it’s smart enough to detect the dangers on Smart
Motorways. We still haven’t invented anything better than the
human brain, eyes and ears when it comes to riding a bike.

IAM RoadSmart has suggested that ‘raising the fear of being
caught’ might be more effective in reducing dangerous driving.
This seems a ‘really sad’ statement from a leading road safety
charity. Surely the key to reducing dangerous driving is not more
police in patrol cars but an acceptance of civic responsibility by
road users. Motivating and educating road users to accept that
operating a vehicle is a privilege that should not be abused; and,
changing ways to travel, by powered vehicles, needs more
knowledge and skills, not less. Increased law enforcement
resources really need to be directed toward other criminal
behaviour in society. Road safety charities would be better
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focussing their influence on helping road users to make the best
use of their vehicles and increase their ability to travel safely
along our roads. Just like the dedicated SAM volunteer Observers
deliver every week. The reductions in smoking and using seat
belts wasn’t achieved by law enforcement. It was publicity of the
consequences and social disapproval of rule breakers that brought
about better health and safer roads.

The above arguments are probably more relevant now. The
United Nations have suggested the adoption of new regulations to
allow automated cars to change lanes at higher speeds. Reliance
on technology needs more advanced driving/riding skills, not less.
Happy reading.

SAM Club members can find all the latest Club events on the
website’s Calendar. Read, enjoy and share your Club’s newsletter
with ALL your friends and family. Until next week stay healthy and
ride safely.

Ways to stay in touch with your Club!
It’s really easy to stay in touch with your Club! We provide
emails, a website and use social media accounts for you to
contact us. All of which is free of any cost to the Club. If you are
not getting the Club information circulated, or simply want to tell
us something, just let us know at
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike. We’ll be happy to ensure that we
stay in touch with you. You can also now sign up for Club emails
on the SAM website.

Paul Conway
Editor & Webmaster, Sheffield Advanced Motorcyclists
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Club Merchandise
“YOU can proudly support YOUR Club”
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SAM Social Media News

WEATHER WARNING
RARE EXTREME HEAT WARNING
ISSUED FOR EAST & NORTH
YORKSHIRE
TEMPERATURES ARE SET TO BE
EXCEPTIONALLY HIGH ON
SUNDAY
Temperatures across the country
are beginning to rise, a trend
which is set to continue
throughout the week. As a result,
the Met Office has issued an
amber warning of extreme heat
for Sunday, when temperatures
set to surpass 30C. The Met
Office has said that the
'exceptionally high temperatures'

could lead to widespread impacts on people and infrastructure.
People living in the warning area are told to expect the following:

- Population-wide adverse health effects are likely to be
experienced, not limited to those most vulnerable to extreme
heat, leading to potential serious illness or danger to life.
Government advice is that 999 services should be used in
emergencies only; seek advice from 111 if you need
non-emergency health advice.

- Substantial changes in working practices and daily routines
likely to be required
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- Significantly more people are likely to visit coastal areas, lakes
and rivers leading to increased risk of water safety incidents

- Delays on roads and road closures are possible, along with
delays and cancellations to rail and air travel, with potential for
significant welfare issues for those who experience even
moderate delays

Temperatures will build again later this week and over the coming
weekend, likely peaking on Sunday and Monday.

Some exceptionally high temperatures are possible and
cumulative effects of warm nights and hot days are expected to
bring widespread impacts to people and infrastructure.

This period of hot weather is expected to continue into the early
part of next week, hence an update extending this warning into
Monday is likely. Before you ride - ALWAYS check this website.

TOAD TALKS | THE PETROL
PRICE PROBLEM – FUN VS
FRUGALITY. There has been a lot
of chatter about petrol prices in
the news lately – for very good
reason – here’s Toad’s two pence
worth. PETROL prices have hit an
all-time (and slightly inevitable) high this month, with my
commute to work seeing the 18l tank on the Triumph Rocket 3
I’m riding cost me nearly £30 to fill. Once I’d finished crying, I
thought it was about time I added my two pence worth to the
chatter – and that’s about a tablespoon of petrol at today’s prices,
in case you were wondering… Read more…
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Kneedown course , bike included ,
£270 Wigan , three sisters venue .
July 12th to 15th. Weather is
21°-22° sunny !!!!

#threesisters #kneedown #i2imca
#i2imotorcycleacademy #triumph
#triumphmotorcycles #Bridgestone
#s21 #s22 #dainese

Booking https://i2imca.com/Home/BookOnline

DON'T COMPETE WITH THE
JONES' | TOP 10 QUIRKIEST
MOTORCYCLES YOU CAN BUY
TODAY. You won't find many lists
containing a Honda scooter AND
the Triumph Rocket 3... but they
both start here among the 10
quirkiest motorcycles you can buy today. Motorcycling has never
really been about making sense. For most (but not all) of us
they’re not logical transport or a sensible solution – they’re a
passion, an escape, a dynamic thrill, a window into a whole new
world. You may not NEED a motorcycle… but boy do we want
them. Which is partly why many motorcycles aren’t very sensible
or logical either – in fact sometimes they’re downright bonkers,
eschewing practical conventions and instead being bedecked in
features, styling quirks and equipment that makes no sense at all
but yet, sometimes, makes us WANT them all the more. Read
more…
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‘Maybe We Should Not Want
A Transition To Electric
Motorcycles Too Quickly’. A
European Council decision
leaves room for the internal
combustion engine.
The European Commission
wants to ban the sale of

vehicles with an internal combustion engine from 2035. The
political reality may however force the Commission to accept a
compromise that allows for vehicles to run on alternative fuel
alongside battery electric vehicles. FEMA’s Dolf Willigers looks at
the possible consequences for us motorcyclists. Although many
press releases from environmental organisations and several
other articles could make you believe differently, the Council of
the European Union left some room for vehicles with internal
combustion engines that run on fossil-free fuels after 2035. Read
more…

Warning after e-bike on
charge causes house fire in
Washington. The victim of a
house fire is lucky to be alive
after an e-bike was left on
charge overnight and caused
his home to go up in flames. A
fire broke out at the property
in Washington after the electric bike was charging in the living
room. The resident of the ground-floor terraced flat woke up in
the early hours of June 16 to find smoke bellowing through his
home and frantically called for help. Read more…
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YAMAHA TO BRING RADAR
CRUISE CONTROL TO FUTURE
TRACER 9 GT. A new version of
Yamaha's Tracer 9 GT looks set to
feature radar-guided cruise
control, after a test version was
spotted with front-facing radar.

Overall, the 2023 Tracer 9 GT will be mostly the same as the
previous edition, with few cosmetic or technical changes.
However, it seems that the 2023 model will include radar,
according to Motorrad. Ordinarily, cruise control that is controlled
via radar - as well as proximity radar - is reserved for the models
which sit at the pinnacle of a manufacturer’s roster. Read more…

‘Raise fear of being caught’ to
target dangerous driving, says road
safety charity. Road safety charity
IAM RoadSmart says the “fear of
being caught” needs to be raised to
help reduce dangerous driving as a
new law came into force this week.
That means more “high-profile policing” to help target the
minority who cause the biggest problems, it said. Introduced as
part of the Police, Crime and Sentencing Courts Bill, the new law
closes a loophole that allows drivers who cause permanent
disability or injury through careless driving to avoid prison,
substantial fines or bans. The Bill creates a new offence of
‘causing serious injury by careless driving’. It will carry a
maximum penalty of two years in prison. In addition, drivers who
commit death by dangerous driving or death by dangerous
driving while under the influence of drink or drugs can now
potentially face life imprisonment. However, Neil Greig, director of
Policy and Research at IAM RoadSmart, said the problem is that
people who are causing the most damage often do not think
about their actions or the consequences before they do it. “To
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reduce offending, we need to focus on raising the fear of being
caught,” he said. Read more…

Life-saving' technology on smart
motorways is failing to detect
nearly four in 10 broken-down
vehicles within a 'safe time limit'

● Vehicle detection technology
is flagging only 62 percent of

stranded traffic
● The SVD system is ‘woefully inadequate’ and drivers are

often ‘sitting ducks’
● Smart motorways  with no hard shoulder leaves drivers

marooned in live traffic

Life-saving technology on smart motorways is failing to detect
nearly four in ten broken-down vehicles within a time limit
considered safe by road bosses. A shocking internal report found
stopped vehicle detection (SVD) technology is flagging only 62
per cent of those stranded in live traffic within 20 seconds. This is
the time frame deemed acceptable by the roads agency National
Highways, according to the unpublished 2019 report, obtained by
the Daily Mail under the Freedom of Information Act. Read more…

United Nations Will Allow
Automated Cars To
Manoeuvre At Higher
Speeds. FEMA: ‘Motorcycle
safety has to be the
highest priority when
automated cars change
lanes at high speeds’. The
UNECE’s World Forum for Harmonisation of Vehicle Regulations
has adopted an amendment to UN Regulation No. 157, which
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extends the maximum speed for Automated Driving System
(ADS) for passenger cars and light duty vehicles up to 130 km/h
on motorways (the current limit is 60 km/h, which was introduced
in January 2021), and allows automated lane changes. It will
enter into force in January 2023 for those contracting parties
which decide to apply it. Read more…

BDR Makes Its Entire
Documentary Film Library Free
To Watch. Backcountry Discovery
Routes (BDR) has been creating
off-road routes for dual sport
and adventure motorcycle travel
for over two decades now. In

fact since 2010, the non-profit company has introduced a new
route for the ADV community every year, amassing a total of
eleven main trans-state and regional rides across the U.S. so far.
Besides the free resources such as GPS tracks and interactive
maps, each route has been released in conjunction with a feature
-length documentary film of the expedition which the community
can rent or buy. Now, the BDR organisation has just made its
entire library of eleven BDR expedition documentary films
available for free on YouTube. Read more…
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SAM Meetings

Plenty of SAM members out last Saturday

SAM Club Saturday Meetings 9am every Saturday

Steve Harper will be providing slow riding training with cone layouts
that give you the chance to  practise your slow riding skills.

Chairman’s Ride Out: We warmly
invite ALL SAM Club members to the
SAM Annual Chairman’s Ride Out. Ride
start 7.30pm from Treeton Miners
Welfare, Arundel St, Treeton,

Rotherham S60 5PW, UK

There will be NO SAM CLUB NIGHT in August!

Always carry your FREE Biker I.C.E.
Card. It gives emergency services staff
vital information about the right
treatment for you, should you be
involved in an accident. Don’t forget to
update it if your health and/or social circumstances change. SAM
Club - dedicated to helping YOU to be a safer rider.
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Our newest Observer

Pete Lenthall (left) receives a well-earned certificate from
Chairman Steve Brown

Steve Bennett’s Mad Ride

TUESDAY, 21 June
2022 saw the
completion of Steve's
epic ride on a
14-year-old rebuilt
Piaggio 400. Steve
rode 2,000+ miles, then
sold the bike. All done
on bikes costing less
than £600 and many,
like Steve’s MP3, pulled
from the back of the

shed and fettled back into existence. Thank you to all those SAM members
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who sent Steve best wishes, supported him with your hard-cash in these
hard times and followed him on his live feed; or the other participants on
their 1000+ mile epic ride. There will be more to read on Steve’s epic
adventure later.

Support Roy Clark’s (SAM
Membership Secretary) walk for
the Alzheimer’s Society.
Trek26 Peak District 2022 - 13
miles run by Alzheimer's
Society
Immerse yourself in exploring the
Peak Districts famous hills,
dramatic rocky outcrops, wild moorlands and tranquil dales all in one
day. Trek for loved ones, and raise money so together we can find a
cure. Charity Registration No. 296645
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Whiteknights Blood Bikers
Whiteknights Yorkshire Blood
Bikes would like to hear from
people who are able to become
volunteer fundraisers for this
vital charity that benefits
patients in Yorkshire.

Please get In touch. Even if you
can only spare an hour to
volunteer for us - we really
need people to help us. Hope to
hear from you soon.

Message us through Facebook or email:
fundraising@whiteknights.org.Uk
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Blood Bikers UK tour unites the
biking world. Two volunteer Blood
Bikers have ridden all round the
nation in a biking marathon to
raise money for charity
and attempt to set a new
Guinness World Record. Thomas
Carroll, 52, and Mark Robinson, 58, both from Aberdeenshire are
members of the Highlands and Islands Blood Bikers (HAIBB).
They set out to ride from the north of Scotland to meet
representatives from other Blood Biker charity groups across the
UK and to commemorate the work of the NHS over the pandemic.

“To say it was an exceptional experience is an understatement,”
Thomas told MCN afterwards.

“We met some truly amazing people along the way, were
welcomed at every stage and even got escorts into some meeting
points! Read more…

Thank you to Mike our Fundraising
Manager for his on-going work to
reflect just how busy Whiteknights
Yorkshire Blood Bikes are every
month. It reads 217 urgent call-outs
during June plus additional relays
where we rendezvous with
neighbouring Blood Bike charities. All

at no cost to the NHS. Please consider joining Whiteknights as an
official fundraiser. Whatever time you have available would be
highly appreciated. Message us through Facebook for further
information. #bloodbikes
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What’s On?
The ‘What’s On?’ section has migrated to the SAM website’s front
page. For all the latest events, in one place, you can find
whatever piques your interest.

South Yorkshire Safer Roads Partnership

Today marks the start of a
2-week national #police campaign
around commercial vehicle safety.

If you drive for work or manage a
fleet, we want to help keep you all
safe:

https://sysrp.co.uk/Commercial-Vehicles

#barnsley #doncaster #sheffield #rotherham

SYP Operational Support

#BeTheBest - This week we
are encouraging
scooter/motorbike riders to
take a look at their skill set
and be honest about their
riding, is it up to scratch? Bit
rusty? Fallen into a few bad
habits? Even the best riders
are always learning, practising and improving their skills.  So we
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begin right at the start, are you in the right state of mind or
better off rolling the bike back into the garage for another day?

Good morning - how are you?

All week we will be looking at road
safety issues affecting commercial
vehicle drivers - including insecure
loads, dangerous goods and van
maintenance. You can find out more
here:

https://sysrp.co.uk/Commercial-Vehicles

#barnsley #doncaster #rotherham #sheffield

Gear Up 4 Charity – we told you last
time about a project we were developing
as a joint venture with a local charity,
where riders donate their old or unwanted
riding gear to the charity and items can
then be sold at a reduced cost to young
riders via the charity’s online site. It’s a
win-win-win; helping riders to offload their
unwanted gear, providing much needed

funds for good causes and enabling young riders to get gear at an
affordable price. Unfortunately as the project was nearing final
completion, the charity we had been working with - Bluebell Wood
- took the reluctant decision to close their retail outlets, which
unfortunately led to the project falling at the final hurdle. Other
charities have since been considered, but as yet none have the
right fit. We’re continuing to look for a suitable charity to work
with on this project.
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BetheBest – we have created a
generic logo to encourage all riders
to take additional training in one
format or another; such as IAM,
BikeSafe or ERS. The new logo and
#BetheBest tagline has been printed
on promotional snoods to promote
the campaign (available at SAM Club
Nights). The snoods have been
produced in a series of different
motorbike brand colours, (Red,
Orange, Green and Blue), to test if
this approach is more appealing to riders.
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Kevin Williams

For many years road safety experts,
police and motorcyclists have known
that the most common collision
between a motorcycle and another
vehicle happens when the motorcyclist
has right-of-way and another driver
turns into the rider’s path. All the way
back in 1977, US researcher Harry

Hurt stated:

“The most likely comment of an automobile driver involved in a
traffic collision with a motorcycle is that he, or she, did not SEE
the motorcycle…” Read more…  Also, see all Kevin’s posts at
ko-fi.com/survivalskills.

LAST WEEK’S ROUND-UP

Elevenses 252 Wed 6 Jul in today's show... government response
to bus lane petition a 'snub' says MAG... survey suggest all road
users want potholes fixed as priority... state security agencies in
Gusau province of Nigeria directed to shoot motorcyclists on
sight... Sinnis offer affordable and attractive 125 trail bike...
Suzuki develop tech to recycle vehicle batteries to street lights...
today's discussion point - when bikes are getting high-tech
electronics…

REWIND: JULY LIVE ONLINE - CORNERING & fixing cornering
problems Due to popular demand for this talk, I've created a
'REWIND' event that is available until MIDNIGHT on Tuesday for
those who missed the first showing. You can get access here:…
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*** HELP NEEDED *** Give me a Google Review. For reasons
unknown - Google seems to be a law unto themselves - my
website has dropped out of site in the last few weeks. It's
consistently been either on the first or the second page when I
search myself but around six weeks ago, the regular flow of
enquiries dried up. OK, political situation and fuel prices,
recession and cost-of-living crisis all contribute, but it's rare that
things go that quiet for that long.

*** SKILLS ON SATURDAY *** Keeping your cool... when all
about are losing theirs
You might think that staying cool on a motorcycle is easy. After
all, there you are, out in the wind. Surely, staying cool is a
breeze. Speaking from personal experience, it's not and it's easy
to overheat. And when we overheat, it affects not just
concentration but even our ability to make rational decisions as
we ride.

*** ELEVENSES *** Elevenses 253 Sun 10 Jul in today's show...
pedestrian critically injured by rider... police car on emergency
call seriously injures two bikers... bike sales fall in May... but fuel
prices may have peaked... survey claims 1 in 5 riders have
sustained pothole damage... London tower block fire caused by
charging e-bike... Suzuki competition offers free insurance - so
long as it's no more than £250... Zontes bring their all-new 350
to the UK…

There's plenty going on in the
Survival Skills universe...

What will you join me for in the
month of July?

PRE-BOOK MINI RIDE-OUTS &
PRESENTATIONS AT:
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survivalskills.tidyhq.com/public/schedule/events

REWIND TICKETS £5 - AVAILABLE FROM MY Ko-Fi SHOP:

ko-fi.com/s/9ebc322843

IAM RoadSmart News

Have you ever wondered what the
realities are of owning an electric car?
Would it be practical when driving for
work? Would the time it takes to charge
become an inconvenience? Richard
Gladman has written all about his
experience here.

It’s that time of year when we’re thinking
about days out to the countryside, coast or
taking the family away for a few days.

Whether you’re staying in the UK, or driving
to the airport, before taking your car onto the
roads this summer, IAM RoadSmart’s Head
of Driving & Riding Standards Richard Gladman, has a few top tips to
ensure your journey is a smooth one. Read more…

Are you an Advanced Driver? If you’ve
completed our Advanced Driver Course,
we’d love to hear why you’d recommend
it to others in the comments below For
those of you wondering what an
Advanced Driver Course is all about – it’s
designed to give you additional
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knowledge and skills to get more enjoyment from driving Find
out more

Do you like a challenge? Are you a
member and completed your Advanced
course? If so, why not push yourself to
take it one step further and make your
way through the membership levels
F1RST, Fellows and Masters. IAM
RoadSmart has many member and
insurance benefits (with our partner
Cornmarket) as a result of you keeping
up your skills up to an advanced level. Find out more today

Want to become a better
rider? Our Advanced Riding
Course can help. The roads
can be a dangerous place,
even for the most alert and
cautious riders. While you
can never be 100% safe,
becoming an advanced rider
will equip you with the skills

to correctly anticipate, and plan for, the hazards you encounter on
your rides. Find out more

SAM members have you got some news to share? Send it to
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike and share it with all your SAM
Club friends...

Stay healthy and ride safe

Paul Conway (on behalf of the SAM Committee) Sheffield
Advanced Motorcyclists
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Charity no. 1089671 IAM Group no. 4152

Saturday Meetings are for club members, observers, associates
and ANY biker interested in taking an advanced rider course.
Meetings are usually for one of these purposes:

● members take the opportunity to catch up with each other
and generally socialise

● observers will be taking their associates out as part of their
preparation for the advanced test

● other members will form smaller groups and ride out usually
for breakfast somewhere

● Bikers who want to learn about how to become an advanced
motorcyclist

If you’d like to find out more about us, join us at 9am any
Saturday throughout the year, at Meadowhall Retail Park,
Sheffield S9 2YZ, just off J34, M1.

Being a member of the SAM Club
To be a member of the SAM Club you MUST also be a current
member of IAM RoadSmart. As a registered UK charity the SAM
Club has charitable objectives to provide advanced motorcycle
education and training. Our charity has to abide by the national
standards, testing and liability insurance cover to continue these
activities. Liability insurance ensures that, within the events
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covered, both the SAM Club, its Trustees and members are
safeguarded against most untoward events; this includes all
formal training and social events.  Also, the SAM Club is dedicated
to promoting the education and training of bikers in advanced
riding knowledge and skills, both locally and nationally. At a total
cost of £50/year, i.e. 96p/week, you help ALL your fellow bikers
to improve their riding knowledge and skills. Thank you.

Associates: SAM’s highly trained, dedicated, self-funding,
volunteer Observers, meet all their own expenditure in providing
your training. When you go out on observed rides with your
Observer, we are asking you to donate £10 to offset a little of
their running costs in helping you to become an advanced
motorcycle rider. Thank you.

Extra bits
● Next SAM Committee Meeting: 27th July 2022
● Next SAM Club Night: 1st August - SAM Chairman’s

Annual Ride Out (it’s a mystery ride!) - meet 7.30pm
at Treeton Miners Welfare, Arundel St, Treeton,
Rotherham S60 5PW, UK

● NO SAM CLUB NIGHT in AUGUST 2022. We’re all on
holiday!

● Autumn Breakfast Meet: 22nd October 2022. 9.30am -
11am The Moorlands, Baslow Rd, Owler Bar, Sheffield
S17 3BQ, UK

● Gift Aid Form: Gift Aid allows UK charities to claim back the
basic rate tax already paid on donations. This means we can
claim back from the government on your behalf 25p for
every £1 donated, boosting the value of the donation by a
quarter. Use this link to fill in the form on the SAM website
and send it to treasurer@iam-sheffield.bike.
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● Not getting your SAM emails? If any member is NOT getting
SAM Club emails, first check your junk folder, then send a
request to sameditor@iam-sheffield.bike. Pass on this
message to any members who are complaining about not
getting their SAM Club emails.

● Changing your email address: If you change your email
address then let me know so that we can keep you informed
of all the exciting things

● happening in your club.
● IAM RoadSmart member discounts: SAM members, are you

making the most of your IAM RoadSmart membership?
There are lots of discount savings that can offset your IAM
RoadSmart and SAM membership fees, so grab a bargain
TODAY!

● Share with your friends: Know someone who is interested in
biking? Why not share this SAM Update and help them to be
an advanced rider.

● Follow us on Facebook, Twitter & Instagram.

What are we about…
The Sheffield and District Advanced Motorcyclists (SAM) are an
independent charity that provides public education, and training in
advanced motorcycling skills. Its aims are to increase public awareness
and understanding of motorcycling and the advanced knowledge and skill
skills required to ride safely on public roads. It is an affiliate group of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM RoadSmart) and works closely with
statutory and non-statutory organisations in promoting public information
and education on motorcyclists and motorcycling in its designated region.
SAM's volunteer motorcyclists are all trained to and maintain national
standards of advanced motorcycle riding. They provide ongoing guidance
and support to prepare motorcyclists for UK nationally recognised
advanced motorcycling tests. SAM works closely with other charitable
groups who require advanced motorcyclists to support public events, NHS
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dispatch rider services and many other socially responsible activities. SAM
provides an essential public service in encouraging, promoting and
marketing improved safety on public roads in the UK and internationally
through IAM RoadSmart. SAM also has a very active social events
programme that encourages its members, family, friends and the public, to
both support the charity's socially responsible objectives and enjoy the
camaraderie and support provided by the club.
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